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Remember Me?

Shadow Dance

by Sophie Kinsella
(release date: February
26th)
The author of The
Shopaholic series
and The Undomestic
Goddess returns with
the tale of a woman living
life in the fast (and rich)
lane. It’s just too bad that
a car accident leaves Lexi with no memory of the
last three years of her life or how she came into
such fabulousness.
Deep Dish
by Mary Kay Andrews
(release date: February
26th)
Remaining true to
the style that made
Savannah Blues, Blue
Christmas and Hissy
Fit so popular with
readers, Mary Kay
Andrews introduces her
audience to Gina Foxton, a Southern chef ready to
make her mark on the national stage. But before
she grabs the spotlight, she’ll have to beat out the
competition for a slot on The Cooking
Channel — Southern good ol’ boy Tate Moody
included.
We’re Just Like You, Only Prettier:
Confessions of a
Tarnished Southern
Belle
by Celia Rivenbark
This is an absolutely
classic, fun read. If the
title doesn’t tell you all
you need to know about
the book, I can’t imagine
the words that would.
Recommendations courtesy of
Carrie Merritt, Manager
Milestone Books
Vestavia, AL

by Julie Garwood

Shadow Dance comes

complete with family
dynasties, murder, an old
flame and treasure. You’ll
wish National
Treasure was this much
fun.

Mr. Darcy Takes A Wife
by Linda Berdoll
Linda Berdoll explores
what happened to
Elizabeth Bennet and Mr.
Darcy after the wedding
bells rang. This sequel to
Pride and Prejudice

details the Bennet-Darcy
union as “passionate” to
say the very least.
Pardonable Lies
by Jacqueline Winspear
This novel features the
popular English
“psychologist and
investigator” Maisie
Dobbs who was first
introduced by
Jacqueline Winspear in
2003. As Maisie attempts
to unravel three separate mysteries, Winspear
paints a vivid picture of 1930s London and France.
Recommendations courtesy of
Little Professor Book Center
Homewood, AL

Enter for a
chance to win these
two wonderful beach
reads.byE-mail
us at
Anything
Anne George
Murder on a Bad Hair Day, Murder
letters@lipstickbhm.com
with
“giveaway” in the subject line.

Boogies With Elvis, Murder on a Girls’
Night Out and all
the rest of “The
Southern
Sisters Mysteries.”
Anne George was many
things — including a
Birmingham native, a
former schoolteacher
and a Pulitzer Prizenominated poet. She
was also the author of seven hilarious mystery
novels featuring Patricia Anne and her outrageous
sister, Mary Alice.
Eat, Pray, Love
by Elizabeth Gilbert
A memoir of one woman’s
attempt to discover
herself in three distinct
and foreign lands, Eat,
Pray, Love quickly
became a national
bestseller. Funny and
insightful, if you haven’t
picked this one up yet, it’s time.
Looks to Die For
by Janice Kaplan
Lacy Fields transforms
herself from a
celebrity-obsessed
interior designer to
a celebrity-obsessed
private investigator when
her husband is arrested
for murder, and she’s the
only one who seems to believe in his innocence.
Naturally, hilarity and hijinks ensue.
Recommendations courtesy of
Jerry Beck, Community Relations
Books-A-Million
Locations throughout Birmingham
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